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2nd Quarter 2022 – 04/01/2022 to 06/30/2022
Issues of Concern to Milwaukee, Wisconsin

1. Severe Weather:  As Wisconsin enters spring and summer, that also means the start 
of severe weather season. Rain, cold, and extreme heat as May and June hit.

2. Local election season:  April brought a new mayor to the city of Milwaukee. 
Meanwhile, races for governor of Wisconsin and Senate heated up as November 
approaches.

3. Gun violence in Milwaukee:  Milwaukee was riddled with gun violence, including a 
chaotic scene in the Deer District following a Bucks playoff game. 
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2nd Quarter 2022 – 04/01/2022 to 06/30/2022
WTMJ-AM Programs Addressing Community Issues

1. Wisconsin’s Morning News
Monday – Friday, 5 a.m. – 9 a.m.
Wisconsin’s Morning News is a show focused on covering the stories that matter to 
people in Milwaukee. A normal broadcast features live and recorded reports from 
reporters covering local and national stories. WTMJ’s news anchors also talk live to 
newsmakers of the day.

2. Steve Scaffidi
Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Steve Scaffidi’s political experience makes for an interesting walk through of the top 
stories and the news of the day. Steve also takes listener calls and interviews those 
involved in the headlines.

3. Jeff Wagner
Monday – Friday, 12 p.m. – 3 p.m.
Jeff Wagner’s legal background gives him the ability to help people understand stories 
that involve legal issues. Wagner often discusses stories that involve moral questions 
and allows listeners to hear directly from people involved in such issues. Listeners are 
then given the opportunity to express their opinions.

4. Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
Monday – Friday, 3 p.m. – 6 p.m.
Wisconsin’s Afternoon News covers the news and events of the day, talking to 
newsmakers and people who can help WTMJ’s audience understand the days’ events 
and how those events affect them.
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2nd Quarter 2022 – 04/01/2022 to 06/30/2022
Most Significant Issue-Responsive Programming

ISSUE: Severe Weather

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/06/22 
Air Time: 7:22 a.m.
Duration: 9 minutes

TODAY’S TMJ4 Meteorologist Brian Niznansky joined the program during severe 
weather week. The topic at hand was procedures and tips for your family in order to 
keep them safe when severe weather inevitably makes its way to Wisconsin.
 
Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/13/22
Air Time: 7:23 a.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

TODAY’S TMJ4 Meteorologist Brian Niznansky joined Wisconsin's Morning News with 
Vince Vitrano to talk about the severe weather that clipped southeastern Wisconsin. 
Luckily, Wisconsin was just on the fringe of even more severe storms that hit further 
south than Milwaukee.  

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/04/22
Air Time: 4:47 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Tim Halbach to discuss a study being 
done to find where in Milwaukee are the hottest spots and what government can do to 
provide people with cooling centers.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
06/13/22
Air Time: 5:41 a.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Severe weather made its way to Milwaukee. Severe storms struck mostly near inland 
Milwaukee which was then followed by sweltering heat with highs peaking around 95 
with a heat index well north of 100.  

Jeff Wagner Show
06/13/22
Air Time: 12:09 p.m.
Duration: 2 minutes
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Jeff Wagner and Melissa Barclay talked about a thunderstorm that was coming to 
Milwaukee later in the afternoon and evening. Wagner also talked about “interpreting 
the radar.” 

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/14/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

After a wicked storm cell passed most of southeast Wisconsin in the evening, Steve 
Scaffidi started the show discussing the storm, and taking calls from listeners who had 
some property damage. He went on a bit of a rant to homeowners to make sure they 
are trimming their trees and maintaining them in order to keep everyone, and their 
homes safe from damage. 

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
06/14/22
Air Time: 4:45 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay took calls from listeners talking about the record 
heat wave around the city.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
06/15/22
Air Time: 7:21 a.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

TODAY’S TMJ4 Meteorologist Brian Niznansky chimes in the show live from the 
weather center to talk severe heat coupled with severe weather that arrived just after 8 
o’clock and continued through the night.

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/15/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 12 minutes

After one of the biggest thunderstorms in recent memory, and a sudden historic rise in 
temperatures throughout Wisconsin, Steve Scaffidi provided some insight on how folks 
can beat the heat without any power. Producer of the show, Brandon Sneide, fills 
listeners and Steve in with how he went without power for three days following the storm 
and had to relocate his family to a hotel to keep cool for a night.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
06/15/22
Air Time: 3:09 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes
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John Mercure and Melissa Barclay discussed the record heat in Milwaukee during the 
previous two days and the potential for severe storms later that day.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
06/16/22
Air Time: 7:20 a.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Public information officer for Wisconsin Emergency Management Andrew Beckett joined 
Wisconsin’s Morning News to recap the severe storms statewide, what sort of damage 
was done, and how far it stretched from La Crosse to Marinette County. Following all of 
the damage, what is next? Andrew detailed the process of crews, insurance, tree 
service members, and more as efforts continue to clean up the damage.  

ISSUE: Local Election Season

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/04/22
Air Time: 8:14 a.m.
Duration 12 minutes

WTMJ’s Mike Spaulding joined Wisconsin’s Morning News to discuss the evolution of 
school board elections. What used to be a local election for a board position has quickly 
grown and developed into a partisan, politically charged race. There was also outside 
funding involved. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/04/22
Air Time: 10:08 a.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

As local races start to heat up ahead of election season, Steve Scaffidi was joined via 
phone by acting mayor of the City of Milwaukee, Cavalier Johnson. The acting Mayor 
provided his latest update surrounding his campaign, his ideas to make Milwaukee 
safer, and what he will do the first day he is elected to office. 

Jeff Wagner Show
04/04/22
Air Time: 2:35 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

Jeff Wagner looked over the upcoming major elections happening in Wisconsin this 
year.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/04/22
Air Time: 3:38 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes
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Mike Spaulding looked at a school district race in Menomonee Falls where three right-
leaning candidates waged an aggressive campaign to remove members of the school 
board.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/05/22 
Air Time: 8:13 a.m.
Duration: 11 minutes

Megan Wolfe, Administrator for the Wisconsin Election Commission joined Wisconsin’s 
Morning News on Election Day and discussed the expected voter turnout. Also, the 
topic of voting integrity was raised once again. Megan spoke about voting integrity 
issues and complaints that made their way even down to the local primary level. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/05/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 13 Minutes

The day in Milwaukee has officially arrived, as this day marked election day in the city of 
Milwaukee. A heated race between acting mayor, Cavalier Johnson, and Robert 
Donovan took place. Steve Scaffidi discussed each race, what it means, and wanted to 
hear from listeners on which one they were watching the most. 

Jeff Wagner Show
04/05/22
Air Time: 2:07 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

It was election day and turnout was expected to be low. Jeff Wagner opened the talk 
and text line to ask listeners if they would vote and their reasons for why or why not.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/05/22
Air Time: 4:38 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Melissa Barclay toured some polling locations on election day to get an idea of what 
people were thinking and why it was important for them to turn out and vote.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/05/22
Air Time: 5:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by TMJ4 News’ Charles Benson who 
was at the central count for Milwaukee County on election day.
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Steve Scaffidi Show
04/06/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 12 Minutes

After a night of campaigns finished up, Steve Scaffidi discussed the results from 
election night in Milwaukee. He breaks down each race, both locally and state, and gets 
reactions from each party on the outcome of those races. Callers and listeners fill the 
phone lines with their own takeaways from the results, and Steve takes a look forward 
now that we have official leaders in place. 

Jeff Wagner Show
04/06/22
Air Time: 12:07 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Cavalier Johnson won the mayoral race for Milwaukee during the April 5th election which 
was no surprise to Jeff Wagner.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/06/22
Air Time: 3:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Mike Spaulding to discuss the failed 
referendum in West Allis that aimed to combine the two high schools.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/06/22
Air Time: 4:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Milwaukee Mayor Cavalier Johnson 
to discuss being voted in as Milwaukee’s first black mayor.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/06/22
Air Time: 5:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel’s 
Alan Borsuk to discuss the different school board races and referenda around the 
Milwaukee area.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/07/22
Air Time: 5:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes
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John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Charles Benson to discuss the key 
takeaways from the election night that took place a few days earlier.

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/08/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 35 Minutes

After a week of election flurry in the city of Milwaukee, Steve Scaffidi was joined in 
studio for the first full hour of the show by Dan Adams, and Colin Roth. Each side of the 
political party is represented here, and Steve dives right into the election results in 
Milwaukee and gathers the thoughts from each side on what their takeaways were from 
election night. 

Jeff Wagner Show
04/08/22
Air Time: 12:50 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about how missing ballots were found after the April 5th election and 
some people thought fraud was involved. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/12/22
Air Time: 10:36 a.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

As the state races started to heat up, a story out of Journal Sentinel surrounding 
Representative Tim Ramthun who has claimed stipends on days he missed capital 
votes. Steve Scaffidi breaks down the story in detail and makes the case for the 
possibility this has the symptoms of a much larger problem. 

Jeff Wagner Show
04/13/22
Air Time: 12:07 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about how Russell Goodwin lost the race for Milwaukee County 
Board and protested the results. 

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/15/22
Air Time: 8:24 a.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

Drop boxes for elections? A hot button issue ever since the 2020 presidential election 
has been absentee ballots. Vince Vitrano & Erik Bilstad discussed if that is possible as a 
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permanent solution? What about for local elections which just passed in Milwaukee? 
This also stemmed into a discussion of faith in the election process and system.  

Jeff Wagner Show
04/18/22
Air Time: 12:40 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

Tommy Thompson announced he would not run for governor and Jeff Wagner opened 
the talk and text line to ask listeners about how disappointed this fact left them and 
where the race for governor would go from here.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/18/22
Air Time: 3:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

Former Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson announced that he would not run for 
governor. John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by WisPolitics.com’s Jeff 
Mayers to discuss what that means for the race.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/18/22
Air Time: 3:45 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure gave his take on whether there should be an age limit to run for political 
office in Wisconsin and the United States.

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/19/22
Air Time: 9:35 a.m.
Duration: 26 minutes

Maybe the biggest governor race in recent memory as the Wisconsin governor race is 
right around the corner. Steve Scaffidi discussed each candidate and breaks down the 
latest news surrounding the race as Tommy Thompson departs from race. He takes a 
look at other possible candidates as well. Steve looks at both ends of the spectrum 
regarding the race and takes callers/texters reactions about the upcoming race, and 
wants to know how important it is to them.

Jeff Wagner Show
04/19/22
Air Time: 2:25 p.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Chris Abele poured $250,000 into a secretive group that boosted Cavalier Johnson in 
the mayoral race. Jeff Wagner said this was not needed.
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Jeff Wagner Show
04/21/22
Air Time: 12:35 p.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Bernie Sanders said he might run for president again in 2024. Jeff Wagner said if a 
socialist runs for president, it should be someone younger.

Jeff Wagner Show
04/22/22
Air Time: 1:35 p.m.
Duration: 17 minutes

Jeff Wagner opened the talk and text line to ask listeners if people should be forced to 
vote and if the government should fine you if you do not.

Jeff Wagner Show
04/25/22
Air Time: 2:10 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

Tim Michels launched his bid for governor and Jeff Wagner asked listeners through the 
talk and text line if this altered the dynamics of the race. Wagner said yes.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/25/22
Air Time: 3:45 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Tim Michels, a Wisconsin 
businessman who announced he would run for the Republican nomination for Governor.

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/26/22
Air Time: 9:20 a.m.
Duration: 6 Minutes

The Wisconsin Governor race is coming up quickly, as the election is set for this 
upcoming November. Steve Scaffidi provided his thoughts on the republican side of 
things, as businessman, Tim Michels officially announced his run for Governor. Steve 
took a few minutes to break down what this means, and how you could make the 
argument he is learning from former U.S President, Donald Trump. 

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
04/26/22
Air Time: 3:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes
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John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Kevin Nicholson, one of the 
Republican candidates for Governor of Wisconsin.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/02/22
Air Time: 8:12 a.m.
Duration: 14 minutes

It's negative political ad season! (when is it not?) The question asked was, do they 
move the needle for voters? What about for you? Listeners call in to raise good points 
on what to look for when it comes to negative political ads such as the fine print of 
where these ads are citing the negative claims they are making.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/02/22
Air Time: 12:29 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about controversies surrounding Republican gubernatorial candidate 
Tim Michels and his legal address not being listed in the correct municipality as well as 
a recent campaign ad from Senator Ron Johnson that was described as misleading.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/02/22
Air Time: 2:35 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

Jeff Wagner again talked about the controversy with Tim Michels’ legal address and 
talked about the Ohio primary happening the next day. Jeff opened the talk and text line 
to ask listeners if endorsements matter, particularly those from former president Donald 
Trump.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/03/22
Air Time: 1:35 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

Jeff Wagner once again talked about the legal address controversy with republican 
gubernatorial candidate Tim Michels where Wagner predicted negative campaign ads 
towards Michels would likely be produced in the future.

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/04/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 26 minutes

A potential big-time political moment in our state could be had this November with the 
state governor race. Steve Scaffidi asked the question where folks stand with elections 
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coming up in fall and if you will vote or not. He asked listeners if they are more or less 
fired up to let their voice be heard for these major elections. 

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/06/22
Air Time: 3:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Tim Ramthun, a state representative 
running for Governor of Wisconsin.

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/12/22
Air Time: 9:35 a.m.
Duration: 9 minutes

This coming November, the Wisconsin Governor race is set to take place and Steve is 
joined on the phone by Governor candidate, Kevin Nicholson to discuss his current 
campaign running for Republican candidate for WI governor.  The two also dove into his 
thoughts on the latest political issues surrounding the state of Wisconsin and what 
exactly separates him from the rest of the republican candidates. 

Jeff Wagner Show
05/16/22
Air Time: 1:37 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Governor Tony Evers rescinded parole for Douglas Balsewicz who killed his wife in front 
of his children and Jeff Wagner opened the talk and text line to ask how this would 
affect the upcoming gubernatorial election.

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/17/22
Air Time: 9:35 AM
Duration: 9 Minutes

The Wisconsin Governor race will be the biggest option on this November’s ballot. 
Attorney Dan Adams joined Steve Scaffidi in studio to discuss the latest election poll for 
the Wisconsin Governor race. The two broke down each republican candidates and 
what the latest poll means for each candidate, and how one candidate or the other can 
improve their polling numbers for the big race coming this fall. 

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/19/22
Air Time: 6:21 a.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Waukesha County Executive, & Chairman of the Republican Party of Wisconsin Paul 
Farrow joined Vince Vitrano & Erik Bilstad on Wisconsin’s Morning News to talk about 
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the Republican party’s happenings in Madison during this pivotal election year, 
specifically for the Governor.  

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/19/22
Air Time: 9:35 a.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

The Wisconsin governor campaigns are in full swing all around the state. Steve Scaffidi 
and Carole Caine opened the bottom of the hour discussing the latest race, and gather 
updates from the current candidates in Rebecca Kleefisch, Kevin Nicholson, and Tim 
Michels. They also wanted to know from listeners if campaign mail ads work. Steve and 
Carole provided their thoughts on campaign mail, labeling it as a waste of time, money 
and effort.  

Jeff Wagner Show
05/19/22
Air Time: 12:50 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Jeff discussed election fraud locally and nationally and called for politicians on both 
sides to come together on this issue.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/19/22
Air Time: 2:35 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

President Joe Biden’s approval rating had been shrinking. Jeff Wagner wondered if he 
could recover from this in time for the next presidential election and asked his audience 
through the talk and text line if he should run again.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/19/22
Air Time: 5:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by TMJ4 News’ Charles Benson to 
preview the upcoming Republican Convention in Northern Wisconsin.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/23/22
Air Time: 6:51 a.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

ABC's Political Analyst Steve Roberts joined Wisconsin’s Morning News with Vince 
Vitrano to discuss the Wisconsin GOP not announcing any endorsements for state 
governor as to not divide voters. So where does Trump’s endorsements come in? Steve 
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discusses the senate primary race in Pennsylvania where Trump is already calling the 
primary rigged – but it’s still against Republicans.  

Jeff Wagner Show
05/23/22
Air Time: 1:39 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about the results of the Georgia primary race for governor and the 
record turnout for that election.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/23/22
Air Time: 2:28 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about the Republican State Convention that happened in Madison 
over the weekend.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/26/22
Air Time: 1:08 p.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about how Ron Johnson’s seat in the senate is one of the most 
vulnerable in this year’s election. Johnson was being accused of using tax-payer money 
to travel between his Florida family home and D.C.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/27/22
Air Time: 2:10 p.m.
Duration: 2 minutes

Jeff Wagner briefly talked about the democratic primary race for the U.S. Senate seat in 
Wisconsin held by republican incumbent Ron Johnson.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/29/22
Air Time: 8:07 a.m.
Duration: 12 minutes

This hour, we are discussing Democrats accusing GOP Governor candidate Tim 
Michaels of not having the proper documentation to have his name on the ballot. The 
signatures check out, however Michael’s address that he filed is with the municipality of 
where he lives (Shinequa) but is actual address is in Hartland. Is this “error” enough to 
throw him off the ballot?  

Jeff Wagner Show
06/01/22
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Air Time: 1:19 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Mail-in ballots for the Pennsylvania primary were sent in on time but were not dated and 
two candidates in the republican senate primary disagree on whether they should be 
counted. Jeff Wagner opened the talk and text line to ask his listeners what they 
thought.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/02/22
Air Time: 2:28 p.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about the upcoming primary races in Wisconsin coming in August.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/02/22
Air Time: 2:41 p.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Arkansas Governor Asa Hutchinson is running for president in 2024 and calls for 
America to move past Donald Trump. Jeff Wagner asked listeners through the talk and 
text line if they agree with Hutchinson.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/03/22
Air Time: 1:43 p.m.
Duration: 11 minutes

Former president Donald Trump endorsed Tim Michels for Governor of Wisconsin. Jeff 
Wagner opened the talk and text line to ask listeners if this endorsement would help or 
hurt his campaign.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/06/22
Air Time: 1:09 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

People were trying to remove Tim Michels from the republican primary for Governor 
because of a technicality where his address was listed in the right ZIP code but the 
wrong municipality. Jeff Wagner asked listeners through the talk and text line if he 
should be removed for this.

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/07/22
Air Time: 10:20 a.m.
Duration: 7 Minutes
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As local races are concluding, and some just getting started, Steve discussed the 
importance of these upcoming local elections and how these could lay the groundwork 
for what our future could look like. He urged people these could be the most vital 
elections we have had in years. 

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
06/09/22
Air Time: 5:35 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by TMJ4 
News’ Charles Benson to preview the upcoming Democratic debate featuring the 
nominees for Senator.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/13/22
Air Time: 1:53 p.m.
Duration: 3 minutes

Jeff Wagner gave updates regarding the Tim Michels mailing address technicality 
controversy. 

Jeff Wagner Show
06/13/22
Air Time: 2:12 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about voter fraud and election laws in Wisconsin and said that we 
should talk about the things that were important at the time.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/14/22
Air Time: 1:40 p.m.
Duration: 13 minutes

Jeff Wagner saw the republican primary race for governor of Wisconsin to be between 
Tim Michels and Rebecca Kleefisch. Wagner asked listeners through the talk and text 
line if Michels’ endorsement from Donald Trump was a net positive or a net negative.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/15/22
Air Time: 12:09 p.m.
Duration: 18 minutes

Republican gubernatorial primary candidate Rebecca Kleefisch is pro-police but long 
ago got arrested for resisting arrest. Jeff Wagner opened the talk and text line to ask if 
this was the “smoking gun” or just a “cheap shot.”
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Jeff Wagner Show
06/16/22
Air Time: 12:52 p.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about the democrats supporting fringe republican candidates in the 
primaries in hopes of beating them in November.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/21/22
Air Time: 12:37 p.m.
Duration: 16 minutes

Eric Greitens, a republican candidate for U.S. Senate in Missouri released campaign 
ads condoning “RINO [Republicans In Name Only] hunting”. Jeff Wagner thought some 
republicans like Greitens have an “electoral death wish” and asked listeners on the talk 
and text line if they agreed.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
06/22/22
Air Time: 8:14 a.m.
Duration: 13 minutes

A deeper dive into what happened with Ron Johnson during the January 6th 
Insurrection. A text message exchange between Johnson's staffer and a staff member 
of VP Pence’s office citing electoral that were delivered and how Rojo wanted to hand 
the VP the votes himself. Pence’s advisor told him not to do that. Sen. Johnson denied 
even being aware of any of this.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/22/22
Air Time: 1:09 p.m.
Duration: 12 minutes

A Marquette Law School poll showed Tim Michels and Rebecca Kleefisch were evenly 
matched in the republican race for governor of Wisconsin. Other polls showed that the 
democratic race for the U.S. Senate seat was close between Mandela Barnes and Alex 
Lasry but Lasry had a smaller chance than Republican incumbent Ron Johnson.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
06/22/22
Air Time: 3:35 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

US Senator Ron Johnson allegedly tried to pass off fake electors to former Vice 
President Mike Pence. John Mercure shared his take on Ron Johnson’s response.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/23/22
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Air Time: 12:28 p.m.
Duration: 2 minutes

Jeff Wagner briefly talked about a PolitiFact article that corrected a statement 
fromrepublican gubernatorial candidate Rebecca Kleefisch regarding the 2020 
Presidential election in Wisconsin.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/27/22
Air Time: 12:08 p.m.
Duration: 2 minutes

Straw polls at the Wisconsin democratic convention showed similar favorability for U.S. 
Senate candidates as last week’s Marquette Law School poll.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/27/22
Air Time: 2:36 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner talks about how in states like Wisconsin and Illinois, one does not have to 
register as a republican or democrat when you vote. This could affect how some people 
vote in primaries, particularly in cities like Chicago where one can vote for less popular 
candidates for the opposite party.

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/29/22
Air Time: 9:36 a.m.
Duration: 9 Minutes

As the political races start to get moving, and ready for November, Steve Scaffidi is 
joined on the phone by Outagamie County executive and candidate for senator, Tom 
Nelson. Tom Nelson explained why he is running for office, why he is better suited for 
the job than Ron Johnson, and how he expects to win this election in November. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/29/22
Air Time: 10:08 a.m.
Duration: 9 Minutes

After the latest updates concerning the January 6th hearings in Washington, D.C, Steve 
Scaffidi talked about the impact these could or may have already had on future local 
elections. Wisconsin Governor candidates, Rebecca Kleefisch, and Tim Michels are 
both supporters of the former President, and Steve breaks down the effect it could have 
on their hopeful campaigns in this upcoming November election. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/30/22
Air Time: 10:36 a.m.
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Duration: 13 Minutes

Arguably the most political elections are set to be held this November. Steve Scaffidi 
was joined in studio by democratic candidate for senate, Tim Olikara. Tim Olikara 
explained to Steve how his campaign is going, where he sees himself headed as we 
inch closer to election time, and where he stands on the latest SCOTUS rulings for the 
state of Wisconsin. 

Jeff Wagner Show
06/30/22
Air Time: 1:38 p.m.
Duration: 4 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about accusations towards Senator Ron Johnson who had allegedly 
been using taxpayer money to travel between his Florida family home, Oshkosh, WI, 
and D.C.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/30/22
Air Time: 2:10 p.m.
Duration: 12 minutes

Senator Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez endorsed Mandela Barnes for U.S. Senate in 
Wisconsin. Jeff Wagner never voted for someone in a major election based on 
someone’s endorsement and opens the talk and text line to ask listeners if they vote 
based on endorsements.

ISSUE:  Gun Violence in Milwaukee

Jeff Wagner Show
04/04/22
Air Time: 12:07 p.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about acting mayor Cavalier Johnson’s brother who was involved in 
a January shooting. Wagner opened the phone line to calls and texts about whether one 
should be tied to their family.

Jeff Wagner Show
04/11/22
Air Time: 12:40 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked to listeners through the talk and text line about if crime such as gun 
violence had prevented them from going to downtown Milwaukee.

Jeff Wagner Show
04/13/22
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Air Time: 1:20 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

After a shooting in New York City, Jeff Wagner asked listeners through the talk and text 
line about how conscientious they were about crime. Wagner believed violent crime 
needs to be the #1 priority of Mayor Cavalier Johnson.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/18/22
Air Time: 6:51 a.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

ABC political analyst Steve Roberts joined Vince Vitrano & Erik Bilstad to discuss 
violence that is plaguing not only Milwaukee, but the rest of the country. Steve detailed 
how much of this violence is being used as a political tool ahead of midterm elections, 
as well as Democrats and Republicans butting heads on the issue of guns and more.  

Jeff Wagner Show
04/19/22
Air Time: 1:15 p.m.
Duration: 12 minutes

Milwaukee police were increasing patrols around Fiserv Forum. Jeff Wagner said 
people were being held hostage by the criminals.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/24/22
Air Time: 8:09 a.m.
Duration: 18 minutes

Vince Vitrano, Erik Bilstad, and Kristen Brey spoke about the record violence in 
Milwaukee. Instead of just regurgitating numbers of injuries and death, the show fielded 
calls from listeners for their perspective on the issue. Where does the problem stem 
from? Lack of a solid home life? Lack of city resources? A frustrated Milwaukee show, 
trying to get to the bottom of a very complex issue.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
04/25/22
Air Time: 8:11 a.m.
Duration: 15 minutes

Over the weekend, Milwaukee exceeded over 70 homicides in the city. This is quickly 
outpacing the homicide rates of this time last year. The conversation continued on 
possible solutions to curb the violence.  

Jeff Wagner Show
04/25/22
Air Time: 1:20 p.m.
Duration: 15 minutes
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Jeff Wagner talked about the violent crimes that occurred over the weekend and 
opened the talk and text line to ask listeners why it was so bad and what could be done 
about it.

Steve Scaffidi Show
04/26/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 8 Minutes

As the weather seemed to warm up, so did gun violence throughout the city of 
Milwaukee. Steve Scaffidi took a serious look to start the show on the impact of violence 
throughout the city and what can be done to aid the rise in crime. Steve was adamant, 
no matter what side of the political aisle you fall on, this is enough!

Jeff Wagner Show
04/27/22
Air Time: 12:50 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner hoped that the people of Milwaukee did not lose their ability to be outraged 
over homicides that have happened in the city.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/02/22
Air Time: 7:21 a.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

Wisconsin DOC Sargent Nakeyda Haymer joined Wisconsin’s Morning News to recap 
the Anti-Violence Basketball game that happened in Racine County over the weekend. 
The purpose is to not only highlight the violence happening in the area, but to establish 
community relationships between citizens and law enforcement. Nakeyda lost her 
brother to violence, so she came on the show to detail the effort and the goals of this 
basketball game and beyond.  

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/05/22
Air Time: 10:35 a.m.
Duration: 10 Minutes

As gun violence seemed to become a new normal for the city of Milwaukee, Steve 
Scaffidi is joined via phone by Wisconsin Attorney General Josh Kaul to discuss his 
thoughts on the crime rise. The two tackle several reasons why it continues to climb and 
also look at ways to slow it down for the future. 

Jeff Wagner Show
05/09/22
Air Time: 12:35 p.m.
Duration: 17 minutes
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Mayor Cavalier Johnson made gun locks available citywide. Jeff Wagner asked 
listeners through the talk and text line if gun locks would have prevented any of the 
shootings that occurred over the weekend. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/11/22
Air Time: 9:25 a.m.
Duration: 42 Minutes

Journalist, Anne Schwartz, a special in-studio appearance joined Steve Scaffidi to 
discuss numerous issues facing local Milwaukee police officers. One of those issues 
was the rise in gun violence. Anne broke into great details what local police officers are 
doing to help curb the violence, and what preventative measures they are taking to keep 
the city safe. Anne also breaks down the impact these officers have on protecting the 
city, and the importance of law enforcement in general. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/16/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 48 Minutes

As a Monday ritual, Steve Scaffidi was joined alongside Carole Caine for the full show. 
After a rough weekend in the city, which included multiple shootings at the Fiserv 
Forum, the two took the first full hour of the show discussing the gun violence in 
Milwaukee. The debate as to why it keeps rising gets heated as the two debate callers 
and texters regarding the issue. Steve and Carole both created ideas to slow down the 
rise of crime and took opinions from listeners on what they would do as well. 

Jeff Wagner Show
05/16/22
Air Time: 12:09 p.m.
Duration: 13 minutes

Jeff talked about recent violent crimes in Milwaukee and took calls and texts from 
listeners to talk more about felony firearm possession.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/16/22
Air Time: 12:37 p.m.
Duration: 13 minutes

Mayor Cavalier Johnson called for limited accessibility to firearms after recent 
shootings, Jeff Wagner said no one was asking the follow-up question of what that 
means and takes calls and texts from listeners on the matter.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/16/22
Air Time: 1:09 p.m.
Duration: 13 minutes
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Jeff Wagner talked about Friday night’s shooting on Water Street and the effects it had 
on the weekend. Wagner opened the talk and text line to ask callers if it affected 
whether they wanted to be Downtown or not.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/16/22
Air Time: 3:15 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by 101.7 The Truth’s Dr. Ken Harris to 
talk about the shooting near the Milwaukee Bucks watch party over the weekend.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/16/22
Air Time: 4:45 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure shared his take on the shooting at the Deer District and what needs to 
happen for our city to repair its reputation.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/17/22
Air Time: 6:51 a.m.
Duration: 9 minutes

101.7 The Truth’s Dr. Ken Harris joined Wisconsin’s Morning News to discuss the 
proposed changes around the Deer District following a violent weekend in the heart of 
downtown & the entertainment district. Dr. Harris elaborated on what can work and what 
hasn’t worked so far in an effort to curb violence in Milwaukee. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/17/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 12 Minutes

When is comes to gun violence in Milwaukee, unfortunately the crime continued to rise 
each day. Steve Scaffidi was joined in-studio by 101.7 The Truths, Tory Lowe to discuss 
the most prevalent crime in Milwaukee. The two discuss preventive measure they think 
we should take as a society and try to hammer down on what the reasons are for this 
continuing rise in crime. 

Jeff Wagner Show
05/17/22
Air Time: 2:09 p.m.
Duration: 12 minutes

Jeff Wagner suggested ways for the police to increase their presence downtown to 
reduce the amount of violent crime there and asked listeners from the talk and text line 
for their opinions.
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Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/17/22
Air Time: 3:35 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay played audio from Bucks players at their season-
ending press conference. Bobby Portis, Patt Connaughton, and Wesley Matthews all 
shared their thoughts on the recent gun violence in Milwaukee.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/18/22
Air Time: 8:21 a.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

Owner of the Old German Beer Hall, Hans Weissgerber joined Wisconsin’s Morning 
News with Vince Vitrano who spoke honestly on the rules of the curfew and the 
measures that local municipalities are taking to curb the violence in the area with the 
recent shooting near the Old German Beer Hall next to the Deer District. 

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/18/22
Air Time: 9:08 a.m.
Duration: 36 Minutes

Steve Scaffidi opened the show discussing more gun violence in Milwaukee. The phone 
lines and text lines are flooded from listeners who are fed up with the continued crime in 
Milwaukee. As part of the conversations, Steve provided ideas for what kind of 
punishment is suitable for people who continue to commit these crimes, and how local 
leaders need to make sure the punishment fits the crime. 

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/18/22
Air Time: 4:35 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Hans Weisgerber, owner of multiple 
businesses near the Deer District, to discuss the recent violence and what the Bucks 
responsibility should be.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/18/22
Air Time: 4:45 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by the Milwaukee Business Journal’s 
Rich Kirchen to discuss what other cities have done in their entertainment districts to 
keep people safe.
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Jeff Wagner Show
05/19/22
Air Time: 12:09 p.m.
Duration: 17 minutes

After talking about the shooter in Buffalo and red flag laws, Jeff Wagner talked about 
how to deal with the newly instated curfew and kids involved with violent criminal activity 
downtown and asked callers and texters about what the police and city should do about 
this.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/19/22
Air Time: 12:40 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Donnie D. Williams was charged with 1st degree homicide on Wednesday in connection 
with the shootings on May 10. Jeff Wagner called for police to be harder on crime and 
prevent crimes like these from happening in the first place.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/19/22
Air Time: 12:57 p.m.
Duration: 2 minutes

Jeff Wagner briefly talked about another shooting incident on N. 38 St. and Townsend 
St. Wednesday morning that killed a cyclist.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/20/22
Air Time: 12:07 p.m.
Duration: 3 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about how cars were being stolen in the brewery district and broad 
daylight and shots were fired at officers on West Brown Street.

Jeff Wagner Show
05/20/22
Air Time: 12:39 p.m.
Duration: 13 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about the recent violence downtown and each of the three men 
involved with the shooting last Friday have a cash bail of 1 million dollars. To prevent 
crimes like this, there was a proposal to close off the entertainment district downtown 
and pay admission into this downtown area. Jeff opened up the talk and text line to ask 
listeners if this would work.

Steve Scaffidi Show
05/26/22
Air Time: 10:35 a.m.
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Duration: 9 Minutes

After a mass shooting in an elementary school in Texas, Steve Scaffidi was joined via 
phone by Milwaukee Mayor, Cavalier Johnson. The mayor addressed the mass 
shooting, and also addressed the rise in gun violence in his city. He provided local and 
state measures he intends to create to curb the violence and urged people to do the 
right thing. 

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
05/26/22
Air Time: 4:45 p.m.
Duration: 10 minutes

John Mercure and Melissa Barclay were joined by Milwaukee Mayor Cavalier Johnson 
to discuss recent gun violence in Milwaukee and how to ensure the RNC that it’s safe to 
hold the convention here.

Wisconsin’s Morning News
05/31/22
Air Time: 6:21 a.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Callie Herbst, a former teacher and now founder & editor with mkewithkids.com joined 
Wisconsin’s Morning News with Vince Vitrano to talk about how to speak to your kids 
about gun violence, especially in a school setting.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/02/22
Air Time: 1:10 p.m.
Duration: 3 minutes
Jeff Wagner talked about how there were 344 non-fatal shootings plus 90 homicides in 
Milwaukee so far this year.

Wisconsin’s Afternoon News
06/07/22
Air Time: 4:38 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jane Matenaer shared stories of the people who don’t die in gun violence but face life-
changing injuries and complications as a result of being shot.

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/08/22
Air Time: 10:08 a.m.
Duration: 6 Minutes

As gun violence continued to hammer the city of Milwaukee seemingly every single day, 
WTMJ’s Jane Maetner joined Steve Scaffidi in-studio to talk about what those victims of 
gun violence truly endure. Jane took an in-depth look at gun violence victims around the 
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city of Milwaukee and how they recover, both mentally and physically, and the impact it 
has taken on their lives. 

Jeff Wagner Show
06/08/22
Air Time: 12:48 p.m.
Duration: 6 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about the shooter of a Milwaukee honors student that went free 
without bail after killing another person.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/10/22
Air Time: 12:36 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

An 18-year-old man was shot last night near the corner of 40th and Burleigh. Jeff 
Wagner wanted those responsible for these types of crimes to be jailed so that the 
people of Milwaukee could be safe.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/14/22
Air Time: 1:09 p.m.
Duration: 7 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about how a 14-year-old girl was shot Monday morning making it the 
100th homicide in Milwaukee County this year.

Steve Scaffidi Show
06/16/22
Air Time: 9:36 a.m.
Duration: 7 Minutes

After a story is released regarding Wisconsin candidate for governor, Rebecca Kleefisch 
and her underage drinking ticket from years past, Steve Scaffidi talked about if these 
issues can hurt candidates. Steve urges this shouldn’t affect current times, and takes 
calls from listeners on their thoughts about this story, and why is it coming out now so 
close to the election. 

Wisconsin’s Morning News
06/23/22
Air Time: 6:51 a.m.
Duration: 8 minutes

Crime & terrorism analyst Brad Garrett from ABC joined Vince Vitrano & Erik Bilstad on 
Wisconsin’s Morning News. Brad discussed the apparent bipartisan effort to limit gun 
violence by passing legislation boosting mental health. Are mental health problems, and 
lack of treatment the biggest reason for mass shootings? Brad explains that and what is 
in the bipartisan legislation.
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Jeff Wagner Show
06/27/22
Air Time: 2:27 p.m.
Duration: 5 minutes

Jeff Wagner talked about how there were a lot of shootings that happened in Milwaukee 
over the weekend including one non-fatal where 100 bullet casings were found.

Jeff Wagner Show
06/30/22
Air Time: 12:11 p.m.
Duration: 14 minutes
Children comprise of over 13% of homicide victims in Milwaukee in 2022 so far. A 15-
year-old was shot near 95th and Brown Deer Road at 3:45 AM. Jeff Wagner asks 
listeners through the talk and text line: what good could happen at this time and place 
and what was the kid doing there?


